ABOUT LAUNCH

Launch is a 6th – 8th grade middle school located on the border of Bed-Stuy and Crown Heights. Launch is a community where everyone belongs and can succeed.

Vision
Launch’s vision of success is to operate schools where every child and every family is known well and cared for, and every student develops both their intellect and their character in order to achieve more than they thought possible.

Three Dimensions of Student Achievement
As an EL Education school, we assess students in three dynamic areas to ensure they become effective learners and ethical people who contribute to a better world.

Mission
Launch’s mission is to prepare students to thrive in college and careers by providing a public education rooted in active learning experiences and powerful character development.

Character Framework
As an EL Education school, we believe character development is critically important. Launch’s Habits of Heart and Mind help guide students and staff to achieve more than they thought possible.